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Abstract. Estimating traversal time is an essential problem in urban
computing. Traditional methods learn a predictive model from user traces
collected in a central server, which potentially threatens the privacy of
the users, and which may be hard to realize in an online setting where
communication with large amounts of cars is needed.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to solve these problems by
proposing a a privacy-friendly algorithm requiring only local communi-
cation. First, we introduce a new optimisation-based formalisation, which
can take into account user-specific driving styles and the homophily of
the traffic in road networks. We then discuss how we can solve this prob-
lem in a decentralised setting, where each user stores his/her sensitive
data locally (without uploading it to a central server) and only shares
indirect information in a peer-to-peer manner. Finally, we discuss strate-
gies to learn the model without revealing sensitive information such as
locations and user identities.
Keywords: Traversal time estimation, decentralised learning, privacy.
1 Introduction
Traversal time estimation aims to build a predictive model to estimate the time
a particular user needs to travel on a road segment at a particular time point.
This problem is essential to study, for example, driving behaviour of users or
traffic flows in cities. There has been several proposals for solving the traversal
time estimation problem from traces of GPS data of cars, see for instance [1, 3].
In general, these methods require the collected data to be stored in (or at least
be accessible from) a central server in order to learn a predictive model. This
approach has several shortcomings. First, the central server has direct access to
sensitive information about the users, such as user location, behavior and user
identity. Second, especially in an online setting, it is expensive or even intractable
to quickly transfer user data to the central server, for instance because of limited
network bandwidth. Hence, the main research question that we ask in this paper
is whether we can build a privacy-friendly online machine learning algorithm to
predict the traversal time for users.
In this extended abstract, we propose to learn a traversal time prediction
model in a decentralised fashion, where users store their data in their local de-
vices and collaboratively learn the global model. We build upon recent work
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which has studied decentralised protocols for machine learning [2] (without pri-
vacy constraints). Our contribution is to formalise the traversal time prediction
problem as an optimization problem which can be solved in a decentralised man-
ner, and to introduce strategies to preserve the privacy of the users participating
in the system.
The rest of the paper is organised as followed. First, we introduce an opti-
misation problem to formally define our traversal time prediction problem. We
then discuss how the problem can be solved in the decentralised setting. Finally,
we discuss strategies to learn the model without revealing user identities.
2 Methodology
2.1 The traversal time estimation problem
We start by formally defining our problem in the setting where we have un-
limited storage capacity and computing power to process the training data in
a central server. Our formalisation is based on the following two modelling as-
sumptions: 1) users might have different styles of driving, e.g, some users might
drive faster/slower than the others; 2) at closeby points in time, the traffic on
nearby roads is similar.
Let G = (V,E) be the road network, the vertices V representing crossroads
and the edges E representing road segments, and letK be the set of all road types,
e.g., highway, residential area road, narrow road, . . . , with |K| = K. The type of
each road segment e ∈ E is represented by a Boolean vector ze = (ze1, . . . , zeK)>,∑
i z
e
i = 1. The type of the road segments can be determined from auxiliary
public information such as the speed limits and the number of lanes. Let T
be the space of all time points and T be a partitioning of T into time slots,
|T | = T . Given time t ∈ T, the function τ(t) gives the time slot t belongs to,
e.g., τ(“18/05/2017,08:09”) = weekday morning. We also denote with de,t the
observed average traversal time on road e ∈ E during timeslot t ∈ T . The driving
style of each user u ∈ U is represented by vector wu = (wu1 , . . . , wuK)> ∈ R1×K .
Each weight wui , i = 1 . . .K, indicates how fast/slowly on average the user u
drives in roads of type i. Let X be the set of training examples, X = {xi}Ni=1.








i ) is a tuple specifying the user, the road segment, the
time, and the observed duration the user spent on travelling the road segment
at that time. Let ci ∈ R, i = 1 . . . N , be the delay added by congestion for the
corresponding training example xi.
The machine learning task we consider is to find the user weights w =
(w1, . . . , w|U|) and the congestion values c = (c1, . . . , cN ) which together min-
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where d(, ) returns the distance between two road segments, and λ1, λ2, λ3 ≥ 0
are the hyperparameters of the method.
The first term in (1) implies that the user weights w should be able to explain
how fast/slowly the users drive. The difference between the observed traversal
time and the weight value of the user for the given road type and time-of-day
is assumed to be caused by (additional) congestion, which is represented by ci.
The second term favours congestion values that are correlated over time and
space. Finally, the last term is an L2 regularisation to prevent overfitting (we
prefer to explain the data assuming a smaller amount of congestion). Note that
the problem (1) is jointly convex in the variables w and c.
When data is stored in a central server, the optimisation problem (1), which
is a quadratic program, can be solved by standard optimization algorithms such
as (stochastic) gradient descent. We can then use the obtained solution to predict
future traversal time for the users. In particular, we can estimate the congestion
situation from the data up to the current point in time, we assume that the
congestion situation evolves only slowly (next to the modeled dependency of the
time-of-day and day-of-week), and we can combine it with the user weights to
predict traversal times in the near future.
2.2 Decentralised Estimation
The main question that we ask in this section is whether we can still solve the
machine learning problem described in Section 2.1 in the decentralised setting.
In this context, users keep their information (essentially their observed traver-
sal times, weights wu and trajectories) on their local devices and only exchange
the necessary information in a peer-to-peer fashion to collaboratively learn the
model. Being able to solve this problem in the decentralised setting is an impor-
tant step towards a privacy-preserving solution.
We assume that each user can broadcast information to its neighbours (fellow
users who are currently in the same local region in the map of the road network).
Then, building upon the work of [2], we propose to solve the traversal time
estimation problem using the following decentralised algorithm:
– At time step t0 (initialisation): each user u has a local training set X u(t0) =
{(xei , xti, xdt )}
Nu(t0)
i=1 of recently observed traversal times and performs the
following steps:
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• wu(t0) = (wu1 , . . . , wuK) is estimated by averaging the observed traversal
time over the road segment types (if no training examples are present
yet for a road segment type, some default value is used, e.g., the speed
limit));
• cu(t0) = (c1, . . . , cNu(t0)) is estimated by taking the subtraction of the
observed traversal time and the corresponding weight;
• Broadcast cu(t0) to their neighbors N (u).
– At time step t > t0: each user u performs:
• Given the local dataset X u(t) and the congestion variables cu′(t−1), u′ ∈
N (u) obtained from neighbors,1 compute the updated values cu(t) and
wu(t0) which minimise (1);
• Broadcast cu(t).
When the local dataset and spatial location of each user are fixed during
learning, this decentralised algorithm will converge to the solution of (1) due to
the local nature of the dependence between congestion values, as seen in the sec-
ond term of (1). In the on-line setting (users move around and collect additional
data), we expect the solution given by the algorithm at any time step to be close
to the optimal solution as the new data only influences the congestion values of
the recent past, see again (1). In other words, while the “target” (the current
traffic situation) is moving, we can show that if users exchange information at a
sufficient rate their estimation of the congestion situation in the different areas
will always be close to the actual situation.
2.3 Privacy
In our algorithm, users only communicate the computed congestion values cu(t)
to nearby users. From a privacy perspective, this is much better than uploading
all traversal data to the central server. However, the users may still reveal their
identities when broadcasting the information. The question that we would like
to study is how a particular user can anonymously broadcast information while
he/she is still able to convince the others that the message comes from a trusted
source (a valid user of the system).
We propose an answer to the above question based on the concept of digital
signatures. In the field of cryptography, many different approaches are studied,
a simple strategy could be the following. There is a trusted party, e.g., a gov-
ernment, who can verify identities. This identity authority has a public/private
key pair. Each driver generates a set of public/private key pairs, and registers
them with the identity authority, obtaining for each public key a certificate that
that public key is owned by a registered driver. While driving, the car broad-
casts its messages and signs them using one of his registered key pairs, for a
trajectory which is sufficiently short so that one can’t identify the driver from
the trajectory. Then, the car switches to another registered key pair. Receivers
1 The local dataset Xu(t) at time t contains Xu(t−1) and possibly additional training
examples generated by the user since the previous update.
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of messages see (i) the message, (ii) the public key, (iii) the ability of the sender
to decrypt messages encrypted using that public key and (iv) the certificate of
the identity authority that the presented public key is sound and connected to a
registered person. Together, the provided information doesn’t reveal the identity
of the sender (unless the identity authority would collude) but still proves the
message is trustworthy (and in case of proven fraud, one could trace back the
sender with the help of the identity authority).
3 Conclusion
Our approach is still preliminary and we aim at further improving its two tech-
nical components. First, we intend to optimize the decentralized learning algo-
rithm, of which we may be able to increase the convergence quality. Second, we
want to improve the cryptographic elements guaranteeing privacy, to maximize
security and minimize communication overhead.
More generally, the problem of traversal time estimation studied here is only
one of the many tasks which connected cars may want to perform collaboratively
and in a privacy-friendly way. We hope that our method can be generalized to
other problems, such as parking space search, map making/updating or ride
sharing.
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